Implementation of environment projects

Kim calls for public support

By Jack Herath

Mr. Kim said, “The governments of these nine countries, although belonging to less affluent countries with many basic problems of their own such as over-population, poverty, social insecurity and economic imbalance, have come together in a commitment which is of great concern — the environment.

"SACEP is a programme of the countries of South Asia and is by themselves. No fairy godfather has set up SACEP; determined its structure or institutionalisation and no big donor has come in to create it or cushion its initial steps."

"It is a programme wholly by South-Asian countries."

He said he hoped the workshop would not be just another discussion or a 'talkshop'.

"It is for your representatives to consider the relevance of your recommendations and projects in the light of each country's need. Consider the priorities against the environmental background of each country and then consider the money to be spent on each project and whether it is worth the effort to implement it."

SACEP Director Dr. Leslie Herath said this workshop was the first ever organised to discuss programmes and projects by member countries, for implementation during the coming years.

Dr. Herath explained that three missions visited these countries last year. There were 11 projects for discussion. The projects were integrated energy saving domestic stoves and fuel wood systems; environmental education and information; environmental legislation; environmental clearing house services; demonstration plant for rice husk ash cement in Sri Lanka; demonstration plant for feed blocks from agricultural residues in Pakistan; environmental assessment of investment promotion zones at Katunayake and Biyankama; environmental assessment of proposed high gas based fertiliser plants in Gujarat and Maharashtra; manpower development programme for environmental assessment and other candidate projects suggested for study in the field of environmental assessment.

All member countries though poor themselves have contributed funds for institutional support, he added.
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